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Abstract. Although the Ottoman state has deservedly been considered a world of paper in itself, and an overflowing one at that, its protagonists also had reasons not to rely on written documents. Drawing on archives from the 19th-century Ottoman administration, and focusing on the province of Cyprus, the present article unearths the oral and aural authority on which imperial rule rested. It shows that this authority was embedded, thanks to a semantic interplay of cultural and religious references, in the language of administration. It proceeds through a semantic review of the various turns of phrase that Ottoman officials and provincial ‘notables’ employed in the business of provincial rule, arguing that their administrative taxonomies could be challenged, unraveled or stained by the rogue words of their ‘common’ interlocutors. Scholarly readings of the Ottoman archives hence need to acknowledge the oral character of these lettered pieces, and to account for the dissension of unpalatable utterances troubling their graphic order.
Welcome to a world of archives: the Ottoman administration in the mid-19th century. Or, rather, what remains of it. An ever-mutating profusion of letters sedimented on paper. Pacing its files and folders requires determination and patience. Plunging into the task of reading supposes that we endorse a twofold, almost unconscious assumption: these writings were intended to be read; and they indeed could be.

[2] Such a hypothesis yet implies that we rule out the possibility of illiteracy (not to mention sheer analphabetism), while much evidence points to the contrary. An Ottoman official sent to the province of Cyprus by the Istanbul government in the early 1850s, ‘Ali Sırı Efendi, thus points out that ‘in some villages nobody can read or write’. And a memorandum drafted at the Sublime Porte in 1847 clearly states that among the very members of the Empire’s provincial officialdom, certain subaltern agents might be unable to sign their own name.

---

1 Many thanks to the EJTS editorial board members, and to the two anonymous referees, who read the drafts of this article, commented on it, and edited the final text for online publication.

2 The distinction suggested here is that, while ‘illiteracy’ points to people who did acquire some reading and writing abilities, yet lost them later on, ‘analphabetism’ refers to people who never acquired such abilities (see Lahire 1999). It is worth keeping this nuance in mind, although the materials studied in what follows do not allow to fully elaborate on its implications.

3 BOA, I.MVL 7270 (n.d. [~ 1850-51]): ‘ba’zı köylerde yazı bilir kimesne bulunmadı’. (All translations in this article are the author’s, except otherwise stated.)

4 BOA, A.MKT 107/33, draft of a memorandum sent to several provincial governors (n.d., two distinct dates overleaf: 17 Muḥarram 1264 [25 December 1847] and 2 Safer 1264 [9 January 1848]): ‘kendüşi yazı yazmak bildiği hâlde kendü hâttiyla [...] yazub yazı bilmediği sûretde başka yazı ile yazdırılab’. Also see Bouquet 2007: 72 (concerning regulations issued by the Ottoman administration in 1879): ‘Si l’administration préfère que le serviteur réponde lui-même aux questions posées, elle envisage qu’il ne puisse le faire: elle intègre sans doute la réalité du degré d’alphabétisation de l’époque, même dans le lieu privilégié de la pratique scribale qu’est l’administration civile.’
[3] These preliminary remarks point to the array of issues one has to confront when entering the Ottoman world of paper. To what extent did the ‘users’ of such documents, be they writers, readers, beholders or listeners, rely on these written pieces? By focusing on the case study of Cyprus, the following argues that Ottoman provincial administration was deeply dependent on the power of an oral authority that was embedded, thanks to a semantic interplay of political and religious traditions, in the language of administrators; hence, most of the latter’s written correspondence, as it has been kept to date, ought to be read as oral archives. Simultaneously, one is also led to conclude that the enactment of such an oral authority within the administrators’ written correspondence required them to enhance their aural perspicacity, underpinned by taxonomic overtones, so as to come to grips with the challenge of profuse rumours.

[4] Thus, in the documents that 19th-century Ottoman provincial administrators left behind, established literacy remains exposed to the risk of a twofold abolition: more often than not it needs the rarefied sponsorship of unwritten words; but sometimes, all of a sudden, it gets overwhelmed by the tumult of inconsistent multitudes.

1. In Default of Letters: Oral Archives

[5] During the nineteenth century, the idea of a profound transformation of state organisation and government procedures gained momentum among the rulers of the Ottoman Empire. While re-framing the secular buttresses of the sultan’s sovereignty, it aimed at overhauling the day-to-day management of Ottoman administration. These ‘Tanzimat’, as they came to be known for posterity, manifest themselves at first sight as a ‘flood of statutes, regulations, laws and by-laws’ (Mardin 1989: 114) engulfing Ottoman archives from that time. Yet, for all the ‘paper-pushing routine’ (Mardin 1962: 118) that such decisions unleashed, there might have been something about the Tanzimat that took place outside the world of paper. In other words, and contrasting with a commonplace saying that

5 The word literally means ‘reorganizations’, though ‘reforms’ has been the prevalent translation in scholarly publications to date.
disparaging observers\textsuperscript{6} or dispirited historians\textsuperscript{7} have been fond of, the decisions taken did not remain only ‘on paper’: more often than not, they could be issued and enforced without leaving any written trace behind. The thing is, Ottoman administrators had reasons not to stick to writing.

**Sweet Talk: Coming to Terms with Local Circumstances**

[6] One soundbite permeates the archives of Ottoman administration in these years of ‘re-forms’: any new regulation should be ‘arranged so that it be understood by everybody’\textsuperscript{8}. Now, due to the lack of literacy prevailing among the Empire’s populations, such an endeavour implies that oral expression back up written prescriptions. A recurring phrase manifests this conjunction: orders sent from Istanbul to the province are usually, when the moment comes to inform the people about their content, ‘unfolded and pronounced’ (\textit{feth ü kirâ\'at}) by local administrators\textsuperscript{9}. Be it during a council meeting, in the provincial capital (Lefko\'s\a\)\textsuperscript{10} or in a subdistrict seat\textsuperscript{11}, or during a religious celebration, in a church or a mosque\textsuperscript{12}, – each time the letter deposited on folded paper is made present by being read aloud\textsuperscript{13}.

\textsuperscript{6} E.g. Savile 1878: 136 (as quoted in Hill 1972: 25): ‘It seems that in Cyprus it is not so much the laws themselves, but rather the administration of the laws which needs reform.’

\textsuperscript{7} E.g. Ma’oz 1968.

\textsuperscript{8} BOA, A.MKT 21/97, note (\textit{kâ\'ime}) drafted at the Sublime Porte (n.d. [\textasciitilde 1844-45]): ‘herkesi\'in a\'fi\'layaca\'g\i\ sûretde bir kit\'a niz\’am-nâme tanzım.’ Concerning this question, and the tranformations that it brought about in the writing practices of 19\textsuperscript{th}-century Ottoman administration, see Aymes (forthcoming).

\textsuperscript{9} BnF, Suppl. turc 1042, instructions to Mehmed Es\'ad Beg (n.d. [\textasciitilde autumn 1831]), f. 19: ‘yedine dah\'i fermân-ı \'âli virilmi\'ş olma\'ga muktez\’-yi me\'mûni\'yeli üzerinde bu tarafdan hareket ve seri\'en ol-cânibe vâruba emr-i \'âli-i mezkûr \'alenen feth ü kir\'â\'at itdirerek [\textellipsis].’

\textsuperscript{10} BOA, A.MKT 19/7, report by the governor of Cyprus İb\'rahim Edhem Pa\'sha (23 Z\'l-ka\'de 1260 [4 December 1844]): ‘nizâm-nâme-i seniyye-i mezkûre Lefko\'s\a meclisinde feth ü kir\'â\'at’.

\textsuperscript{11} BOA, I.DH 17572, round robin (\textit{mahzar}) from the authorities of the Mes\'arya district (Şevv\v{a}l 1269 [July-August 1853]): ‘s\'ürel-i buyruldi \'alenen feth ü kir\'â\'at’.

\textsuperscript{12} \textit{Ibid.}, round robin (\textit{mazbata}) signed by Mehmed Râ\'if, \textit{defterd\'ar} and \textit{kâ\'im-makâm} of the White Sea Islands governor-general (vâlâ), and other local authorities (19 Şevv\v{a}l 1269 [26 July 1853]): ‘ik\'i kit\'a buyru\lumlul-k mu\'ş\'ar\'aneleri [\textellipsis] kilsal\'alara feth ü kir\'â\'at.’ See also BOA, A.MKT 198/76, \textit{mazbata} from the Islands council (2 C 1265 [25 April 1849]): ‘nizâm-nâme-i mezkûrûn\' ahkâm-i bi-l-cümle cevâmi\' ve mesâc\'id ile kinsâlarda kir\'â\'at.’

\textsuperscript{13} For similar examples of ‘proclamations to be read aloud’ in early modern England, see Thomas 1986: 106-107.
[7] Oral utterance then seems to redouble the awaited effectiveness of any written order, by ensuring due repercussion to the rules laid down on paper. Yet there also exist orders whose promulgation needs no written inscription: these are essentially oral, and only subsequent reports allow us to catch their tenor. For instance 'Ömer Paşa, a military officer dispatched to Cyprus from Beyrouth lest some trouble could take place in the island in 1841, reports that the instructions he delivered to his troops were ‘transmitted orally’ 14. When, in late 1844, the governor of the island İbrahim Edhem Paşa passes on to district council authorities a regulation concerning the necessary ‘regularity’ of their reports, he stresses that he ‘expressed orally’ to them their obligation to conform to this rule15. Again, when the high official (and former minister of Finance) Müsa Safvet Paşa comes to office as a governor-general of the White Sea Islands in spring 1849, not only does he send a series of written instructions to his ‘substitutes’ and other local administrators, but he also addresses to each island local council a set of grandiloquent ‘oral orders’ (vesâyâ-yi şifaâiyeye)16. Today one can only read the ‘copy’ (süret) that Safvet Paşa deemed useful to have written down: writing remains second to utterance.

[8] On these matters, the round robin that the main Cyprus authorities cosigned following Safvet Paşa’s visit to Lefkoşa in early June 1849, reveals a crucial detail:

[9] During the council meeting held in the fortune-lavishing presence of His Marshal Excellency […] we humbly gained knowledge of the sultanic oral order concerning the indispensable tax increase by three hundred and fifty thousand piastres, along with the substance of the ever-generous vizirial decree that was subsequently addressed to the high person of His Excellency, praised for his qualities, by the sublime vizirate endowed with exalted feats17.

14 BOA, I.MVL. 352, report by the commander (mîr-livâ) Ömer Paşa (n.d. [~ 1841-42]): ‘tenbîhât-i lâzîme telkîn ü tefhîm’.
15 BOA, A.MKT 19/7, report by İbrahim Edhem Paşa (23 Zîl-ka’de 1260 [4 December 1844]): ‘nizâm-nâme-i senîyiye-i mezkürenî birer ‘aynîsî dahi taşra kazâlîarda kâ’in meclislere itâ olunarak mantûk-i münnîfî üzere ’amel ü hareket eylemeleri husûsî ifade ü telkîn olunmuş.’
16 BOA, I.DH 11188, ‘copy of oral orders proclaimed before the councils in meeting, copies of which in Turkish and Greek versions have been handed out to all’ (mecâlis-i mûn’âqedede ifâde ile Türki ve Rûmî sûretleri cümleye vîrilen vesâyâ-yi şifaâiyeye sûreti) (n.d. [~ B 1265/May-June 1849]).
17 Ibid., round robin signed by the main authorities of Cyprus (governor excepted) (15 Reçeb 1265 [6 June 1849]) (stress added): ‘huzûr-i meyâmîn-mevfür-i müştîrânelerinde ma’kûd mecliside […] üc-yûk elli bi’n-geruşûn be-heme-hâl tevzî’de idhâliyle tahsilî hakkında vâki’ olan irâde-i şîfahî ve ol-bâbda ıktîzasînca zât-i sütûde-
[10] The sultanic order (ırade) then can remain oral; and only when it enters the offices of the Grand Vizier does it turn into the written form of a ‘letter of order’ (emir-nâme). Moreover, far from being a marginal expedient, a condescending recourse that Ottoman officials would use only while addressing their presumably illiterate provincial subordinates, this practice of orality stands at the highest of imperial administration, involving the core of decision-making within the Sublime Porte. Quite frequent indeed are ‘the orders given orally by the sultans, on all sorts of topics’ \(^{18}\). More often than not, there is a chance that their gist might have been laid down by some palatial secretary, and scholars familiar with Ottoman diplomatics know where to find them: they would be written diagonally as annotations to the ‘memos’ (’arz tezkiresi) submitted to the Palace by the Grand Vizier offices. And yet, 

[11] it is difficult to assert that memos from the Grand Vizirate that bear no ırade, examples of which one often comes across in the archives, have not resulted in any sultanic order. For, decision about them might have been taken orally as well\(^{19}\).

[12] Blank as its archives may remain, the sovereign’s authority has its many ways to express and convey its wills in due form. Transmission by word of mouth is not the least.

[13] Orality thus appears to be a paramount mode of command in the Ottoman administration. Does it imply, yet, that its stakes and ends are the same in Cyprus and in Istanbul? The hypothesis adopted here is that in provincial contexts the use of oral orders means something peculiar. Let us sift through the occurrences of such orders here and there in the archives of provincial administration, so as to determine the circumstances they are related to. And first, one may go back to Safvet Paşa’s orders to the Islands council members in 1849. For, another of his reports sent the same year sheds light on the reasons why he deems oral communication so important\(^{20}\). In this document, the governor-general echoes the complaint by the inhabitants of several islands that the

\(^{18}\) Akyıldız (1995: 224) duly stresses the importance of the ‘şifahi ırade’, these ‘padişahların herhangi bir konuda sözü olmakta olan emirler.’

\(^{19}\) Ibid.: 225 (‘arşivde sık sık rastlanan iradesiz tezkirelerinin iradeverlerinin çıkmadığını söylemek ve iddianın güçleşmesini edindik.’)

\(^{20}\) BOA, A.MKT 211/63, report (’ariza) by Safvet Paşa (7 Receb 1265 [29 May 1849]).
Archipelago teems with ‘robbers’ (hırsızlar) and ‘privateers’ (korsân). While soliciting the assistance of ships from the Ottoman Fleet in the near future, he carries on explaining that he already hardened the application of ‘rules regarding permits [of passage] and quarantine.’ Besides, he adds, ‘the people of the islands have been coaxed through certain verbal orders [vesâyâ-yi lisâniyye]’ 21. Stress is to be laid here on the word ‘lisân.’ It literally means ‘tongue’, in both senses of the term – system of communication and organ of speech 22. While it may be taken as referring to any language, idiom or dialect, here it clearly means a spoken, uttered language 23. And significantly enough, this verbal orality here appears endowed with mysterious powers of ‘conciliation’ (istimâlet). It is important to fathom how deeply rooted in the political idealism of sultanic classicism this latter notion is. As a matter of fact, in the centuries of Ottoman expansion, sultans used to secure the loyalty of newly conquered provinces by measures of this ‘conciliatory’ kind, namely:

[14] to behave kindly with the people of conquered localities, to guarantee their protection, to provide them with moral and material security against outside enemies, to grant them full liberty in religious matters, to yield them fiscal facilities 24.

[15] In various eras and settings, this pursuance of ‘conciliation’ recurs like a motto: in late-eighteenth-century Aegean islands 25, in nineteenth-century Montenegro 26… And such a keynote of Ottoman provincial policies is what, in Safvet Paşa’s words, verbal orders allow to keep up.

[16] This effectiveness of non-written words, moreover, goes beyond the only register of order-giving. Rather, the use of orality by provincial administrators spans the whole of their repertoire of action. Oral is the report that the governor of Cyprus requires from a local Christian notable (koca-

21 Ibid.: ‘tezkere ve karantîna usûllerine ziyâde dikkat ve atalar ahâlisine ba’zî vesâyâ-yi lisâniyye ile i’tâ-yi istimâlet olunması’.
22 Redhouse 1890: 1631 (’lisân: 1. The tongue. 2. Any tongue-shaped thing. 3. A language, dialect, idiom. 4. A spokesman.’)
23 Phrases using the word in Ottoman Turkish testify to this point (ibid.): ‘lisâna almak: To speak about; lisâna getirmek: To make be talked about in an evil manner; lisâna gelmek: To become talked about in an evil manner’, and also the adverb ’lisânen: By tongue; by word of mouth, orally.’
24 ilgürel 2001: 362 (‘Fethedilen yerlerin halkına iyi davranma, onları himaye etme, düş düşmanlara karşı can ve mal güvenliği sağlama, dini konularda serbestiyet verme, vergi hususunda kolaylık gösterme’.) See also Lowry 2003: 68.
25 Parmaksizoğlu 1977: 130 (’istimâlet ile mu’âmele.’)
26 Reinkowski 2005: 238. Also see Reinkowski 2003: 245.
başı), Ābeydo, and from the Lefkoşa ‘register inspector’ (defter nāzirī) Hüseyin Ağa, following their investigations as to archaeological remains recently unearthed in the port-city of Tuzla (Larnaca)²⁷. Oral are the ‘conversations’ that Safvet Paş encourages his subordinates to engage in with the kocabaşıs of the islands, so that they ‘advise [their] fellow countrymen’ to give up any consular protection²⁸. Oral again are the explanations that the governor sends one of his agents to provide to the British consul Niven Kerr concerning certain affairs: ‘he had sent Haggi Kirghei, one of the Kogia Baschis, to explain to me verbally the measures necessary to be taken’²⁹. And oral are the discussions that the governor himself holds with European consuls when coming to Larnaca:

[17] An ancient usage, to be ascertained from the correspondence of MM. the Consuls of Cyprus at Larnaca, is that each year in October the Governor of the island comes to be paid a visit by the Consuls, and to verbally terminate with them the matters on which some misunderstanding would have occurred during the year, or whose solution would remain in abeyance³⁰.

[18] Consular archives are thus sprinkled with incidents, petty or serious, smoothed over through concerted sweet talk. On May 10, 1822, clashes occur between people from Larnaca and some ‘foreign soldiers’ (sent from other Ottoman provinces, mainly Egypt and Southern Anatolia, to prevent troubles in relation with the outbreak of the Hellene rebellion in mainland Greece): ‘Their leaders immediately rushed to me, I received them for a conference at my place, soon we agreed that nobody could have prevented this brawl from happening, and everybody calmed down’³¹. In July

²⁷ BOA, I.DH 829, round robin of the Cyprus council (n.d. [~ May-June 1840]): ‘keyfiyetini bu vechile cânib-i âçizâne siğâhen ifâdeleri.’

²⁸ BOA, I.DH 11188, copy of Safvet Paş’a’s instructions to the administrators of the small islands adjoining Rhodes (n.d. [~ Receb 1265/May-June 1849]): ‘kocabaşılarla sohbet arasında sirâ düşdükce ‘bu ecneb himâyetinde olan hemşehrleriñize nasihatıñize nasihat ifeziz-de […]’.

²⁹ PRO, FO 78/621, vol. 2, f. 89 vo (Kerr to Canning, n° 2, 4 April 1845; copy annexed to despatch n° 6 from Kerr to Aberdeen, 6 May 1845).


³¹ MAE, CCC, Larnaca, vol. 16, f. 290 vo-291 (Méchain, n° 22, 3 April 1822): ‘Les chefs sont aussitôt accours, je les ai reçus chez moi en conférence, il a bientôt été convenu que ni eux ni moi nous n’avions pu prévenir cette rixe et tout s’est apaisé.’
the same year, ‘bands of insurgents’ wreak terror in the population, threatening to attack the people of Larnaca: another ‘conference’ takes place, this time with ‘Salik Bey, general of the Egyptian troops’, and the captain of a French frigate currently moored before the city, de Rigny\textsuperscript{32}. Such frequent face-to-face intercourse is why, the French consul boasts, he could establish an ‘intimate relation’ with the ‘Egyptian’ commander Sâlik Beg\textsuperscript{33}. An intimacy he also tries to bring about with the governor of the island Küçük Mehmed Paşa, ‘the Barbarian who has been depopulating and ruining it for two years’\textsuperscript{34}:

[19] The ambassador has invited me to maintain the Governor’s benevolence towards me. This I have striven to manage and since several conferences I had with him, our relations are the best one could hope to establish with such a temper indeed\textsuperscript{35}.

[20] In each of these occurrences, the search for an oral compromise points to the certainty that writing will not suffice. The back-and-forth nature of such verbal engagements also testifies to the variety of channels and intermediaries that provincial administration could harness – a point to which one shall get back further on. For administrators confronted with an unruly province teeming with conflicts, ambitions and secrets, only talk is suffused with the necessary sweetness to have their orders obeyed, their routines smoothed, their knowledge grounded.

**Administering Vowels: Authorized Words Only**

[21] Orality, contrary to what was suggested above, cannot be understood as a sheer lining that repeats the written order: rather, it shelters singular forms of knowledge, a knowledge by word of mouth whose inflections paper cannot hold.

\textsuperscript{32} *Ibid.*, f. 297 et seq (Méchain, n° 25, 18 July 1822).


\textsuperscript{34} *Ibid.*: ‘Le Barbare qui la dépeuple et la ruine depuis deux ans.’

\textsuperscript{35} *Ibid.*: ‘L’ambassadeur m’a invité à me soutenir moi-même dans la bienveillance du Gouverneur. J’y ai travaillé et en effet, depuis plusieurs conférences que j’ai eues avec lui, nous sommes aussi bien que l’on peut l’être avec un pareil caractère.’
[22] The phrase ‘feth ü kirā’at’, announcing that an order has been ‘unfolded and pronounced’ before provincial grandees, tells much more than already stated in this respect. At first sight, these terms might refer to any ordinary act of reading, describing it in its banal materiality: the governor unseals (feth), then reads aloud (kirā’at) the written letter he has been addressed. Yet a closer examination reveals access to less run-of-the-mill forms of reading. ‘Feth’ is not just about unsealing: it also relates to the idea of a quasi-divine elucidation\textsuperscript{36}. And ‘kirā’at’ is no ordinary diction, for it unavoidably evokes the recitation of sacred words, of the Kur’ān known by heart\textsuperscript{37}: 

[23] Recitation (qira’a) is the mode in which the Quran figures in ritual life, and a recitational style also structures the articulation of basic shari’a principles in legal practice. [...] All this was especially crucial in connection with the sacred text and similarly treated authoritative texts, including fiqh manuals and hadith reports, which partook of the privileged quality of the recited word. When textual authority, involving the restoration of an original voiced presence, was at stake, recourse was had to the faithful recitational reproduction, directly from memory or, secondarily, by reading the matn [original text] in question aloud\textsuperscript{38}.

[24] In other terms, letters have no real effectiveness if confined to the silence of writing: they always need the backup authority of lively utterances.

[25] To be sure, documents used by Ottoman provincial administrators would not be read as ‘fiqh manuals and hadith reports’: one needs to stress that there always is a ‘situational relationship between language and type of text, whether religious or secular’ (Fortna 2001: 34). Yet the semantic parallel between these two uses of kirā’at is no mere play on words either: while perusing the archives from the Tanzimat period, one is struck by the administrators’ insistence on making their rule

\textsuperscript{36} Redhouse 1890: 1364 (‘feth: 1. An opening. 2. A beginning, commencing. 3. A conquering; conquest, victory. 4. God’s opening or bestowing a thing in His providence; a gift of grace, a Providence; assistance of any form. 5. A solving, elucidating a difficulty; solution, elucidation [...]').

\textsuperscript{37} Ibid.: 1444 (‘kirā’at: 1. A reading. 2. A reading or reciting the Qur’ān in a solemn or artistic manner. 3. (pl. kirā’āt) A special method of pronouncing each word in the Qur’ān). Similar religious connotations also permeate the word ‘telkān: A communicating orally; especially, a teaching a novice to repeat the articles of the faith of Islam, or, a prompting the articles of faith to a deceased person, that he may have answer for the questioning angels’ (ibid.: 588).

\textsuperscript{38} Messick 1993: 22 and 26. Though it relates to a specific locality (the Ibb area in Southern Yemen, where the Shafi’i rules supreme), the author’s assertion may be considered a yardstick for studying other parts of the Ottoman Muslim world: see Paret 1986.
acknowledged aloud. Suffice it to quote in what terms the members of the Cyprus council report on Safvet Pasha’s visit to Lefkoşa in early June 1849:

[26] We humbly gained knowledge of the mercy-laden tenor of the firman, exalted sign of justice, which was read and chanted aloud with all perfect respect and observance, concerning the announcement that His Asaf-like compassionate Excellency has been appointed as marshal endowed with illustrious feats; and [we gained knowledge] more particularly of the decrees and verbal orders that were henceforth presented with honour by His comfort-lavishing Excellency.40

[27] ‘Read and chanted’: such a phrasing calls for emphasis. Both terms indeed convey precise connotations: ‘tilâvet’ refers to ‘reading or chanting aloud a considerable portion of the scriptures’; ‘tertîl’ is about the teeth’s being even and regular, but also signals a clear and distinct enunciation, and, above all, ‘the slowest in time of the three rates of reading or chanting the Qur’an’.40 Clearly then, the terminology encountered here points to the articulation of the sacred.

[28] From this one may deduce that the mid-19th-century Ottoman officialese intimately relates to the verbal economy of canonical Islamic traditions. This relation thickens even more when one recalls another phrase used as a quasi-maxim by the period Ottoman administrators. Whenever an order is sent or received to a province of the Empire, it prompts a formulaic commitment to respect its regulations, which often contains the phrase ‘to the letter’ (harf be-harf). Thus in the report sent by the governor of Cyprus Îbrero Edhem Paşa on December 4, 1844: ‘great zeal and endeavour are to be deployed so that the eminently distinguished decrees be enforced to the letter’. Or in this document by another provincial governor, dated October 4, 1845: ‘it goes without saying that no deficiency or flaw will be permitted regarding the sacred duty to enforce and execute the sublime order to the

---

40 BOA, I.DH 11188, round robin signed by the main authorities of the island (but the governor, and in the absence of the local judge) (15 Recep 1265 [6 June 1849]) (emphasis added): ‘bu kere zât-î merâhîm-simâl-ı ásafânelerinin îlân-ı me’mûriyet-i cellî-î-menkabe-i müşîrâneleri hakkinda kemâlî âdâb ü tebecî ile tilâvet ü tertîl buturmuş olan fermân-ı ma’del-nîshân-ı ‘âlî me’âlâî merâhîm-i-ıştîmâlînîn ve husûsiyıyla mute’âkiben şeref-sunûh buyunlan emr ü irâtât-î şifâhiyyeye-i veliyiyye-î veliyyi nu-nu ma’lûm-î bendegânemiz olmuşt.’


41 BOA, A.MKT 19/7, report (‘arîza) by Îbrero Edhem Paşa (23 Zîl-i-ka’de 1260 [4 December 1844]): ‘ahkâm-ı ma’âlâ-ittisâminiî harf be-harf icrâ-yî dâ’îmiyyesine savb-î ‘abidânemden bezl ü sa’î ıktidâr olundûgî.’
letter’ 42. Later, in 1847, an order sent to several provincial governors reads: ‘a set of regulations having been laid down on these matters, the appended decrees should be considered as laws in force and implemented ceaselessly to the letter, and no violation should occur’ 43. And, in his instructions to the administrators of the small islands adjoining Rhodes, Safvet Paşa also stresses that ‘attention should be duly paid to the herewith enclosed decrees being enforced to the letter’ 44. How to understand such an emphasis? Is the ‘harf be-harf’ phrase more than a void formulaic leitmotiv?

[29] Following up on the pious semantics pinpointed above, one may look for a possible answer in the field of certain Islamic legal traditions. ‘To the letter’, indeed, counts among the precepts regulating the transmission of prophetic traditions (hadîs) in the Ottoman world at large. According to the jurist al-Shafî‘i, ‘an authoritative relayer of hadith should be ‘capable of transmitting the hadith letter for letter [bi-hurûfihi] as he heard it.’ (Messick 1993: 26). This coincidence might not be more than that, and one should ward off the temptation to use it in any explanatory way: for, it is the Hanafi school, not Shafi‘ism, that constitutes the main official legal authority in the Ottoman Empire, and it is not sure that the idea of reading ‘to the letter’ is common to both 45. Yet, although uncertain, this possible influence of Sunni theological precepts on administrative discourse obliges to take ‘harf be-harf’ seriously, and not just as a superficial rhetorical effect: hackneyed as it sounds, the phrase expresses (among many others 46) the eagerness of Ottoman administrators to make the letter of reforms heard in the provinces.

[30] And one must add: all the letter – that is, a vocalized letter. Since, as Brinkley Messick has stressed:

43 BOA, A.MKT 104/104, draft of a note (kâ’îme) intended for several provincial governors, including the governor of Cyprus (n.d. [~ 1847]): ‘ol-bâbda bir kî’ta nizâm-nâme kaleme alinub ahkâm-i mûndericê dünyû-s-‘amêl tutularak her tarafda ‘alâ-l-devâm harf be-harf icrâsîlya hilîfâ hâlât vukû’a götürülmemesi.’
44 BOA, I.DH 11188, copy of Safvet Paşa’s instructions to the administrators of the small islands adjoining Rhodes (n.d. [~ Receb 1265/May-June 1849]): ‘iştîbû ta’tûmâtiñ […] mûndericê olûğî ahkâmînî harf be-harf icrâsîna dikkat […] oluna.’
45 At least stakes sound similar – after Paret 1986: 130: ‘En lisant le ductus consonantique officiel, le ‘lecteur’ gardait toujours la liberté de choisir parmi un certain nombre d’autorités.’
46 See Aymes forthcoming: chapter 2.
[31] As it usually appears on the page, Arabic script consists of strings of unvoweled consonants. The act of voweling, whether by marking in the vowel signs over and under the consonantal string or by voicing them in recitation, is an interpretive act, lending the script a particular significance in the process. This is important because written texts often allow alternative vowelings. While script preserves a string of consonants, recitation units consonants and vowels, enabling the production and reproduction of a whole. Given the nature of its script conventions, there is an identifiable physical loss in ‘reducing’ something in Arabic to writing. In comparison with a fully vocalized ‘word’, a written text can be considered an incomplete consonantal fragment. Preserved in its voweled-consonant recitational form, by contrast, a memorized text is one that has been embodied complete. (Messick 1993: 26)

[32] In that sense, ‘to the letter’ is far from being a hollow refrain in Ottoman archives; it rather points to an administration haunted by invisible vowels, and anxious not to let them slip through the net of writing. And it brings back the elucidation of ‘feth’: for this word, beside its already mentioned meanings, also refers to the vocalized pronunciation of certain consonants. ‘To the letter’ hence needs to be read, quite precisely, to the letter.

[33] Further readings allow to refine this analysis. Let us first consider a collection of papers held by a census officer sent to Cyprus in 1831-32, Mehmed Es’ad Beg, which contains copies of the various orders he had been addressed. On top of one of these, a short note has been added by a scribe of Mehmed Es’ad Beg’s:

[34] This is a copy of the firman about certain matters, aiming to prevent estates and properties from falling into the hands of foreigners, which is contrary to the capitulations; having formerly been addressed to the defunct [governor of the island], it could not be pronounced, and remained in abeyance until by appointment our coming was decided; since it relates to questions that match the letter of

---

47 These matters also have been dealt with (regarding 10th-13th-century madrasas) by R. Bulliet (1994: 13-22), and (as concerns Marrakesh in the 1920s and 1930s) by D. Eickelman (1978).

48 Redhouse 1890: 1364 (‘feth: […] 6. A pronouncing a consonant with the vowel a or e following it in the same syllable’).

49 Namely Es-seyyid Halil Efendi, suddenly deceased on December 28, 1831 (MAE, CPC Turquie, Consulats divers, vol. 1, f. 293: Bottu to Sebastiani, n° 3, duplicata, 2 January 1832). Due to the vacancy of his post, ‘local authorities’ conferred the title of ‘temporary governor’ on Mehmed Es’ad Beg himself upon his arrival to Cyprus (ibid., f. 300 v: Bottu to Sebastiani, n° 10, 6 January 1832).
instructions I hold in my hand, it has been pronounced along with the sacred orders I have been entrusted with.\(^{50}\)

[35] Here, as was already the case above, oral performance is what puts an end to the ‘abeyance’ of written letters. And the present quotation allows us to push this conclusion a bit further: what had prevented the order formerly addressed to the governor of Cyprus from coming into force is the very fact that he could not be pronounced. There is no possible implementation without articulation.

[36] Then there is a round robin signed by the Lefkoşa council, in spring 1840, regarding the archaeological remains recently unearthed in Tuzla. As already mentioned earlier, it states that the kocabaşı Ābeydo and the Lefkoşa ‘register inspector’ Hüseyin Ağa have been commissioned by the governor to report orally on that matter. Yet parallel information also has been sent to him in a written form, by his own ‘representative’ (vekil) in Tuzla. Now here is how the Lefkoşa governor sums up the whole case before the council:

[37] Their [Ābeydo and Hüseyin Ağa's] oral report to my humble side concerning the situation has allowed to ascertain the accuracy [isbat] of the note sent by the aforementioned humble servant of yours to my insignificant side.\(^{51}\)

[38] What appears here is that a hierarchy of proof (isbat) submits the letters laid down on paper to the test of an oral corroboration. Emulating the kadi who grants a prevalent value to oral testimony as compared with any written document, here the administrator gives primacy to uttered reports over paper records.

[39] One more quotation. This time it concerns litigation over unsettled debts that local Church authorities owe to a former consular representative of Naples, Antonio Calliméry. Having been given the case, in 1835 the French consul Vasse de Saint Ouen seizes the opportunity of the

---

\(^{50}\) BnF, Suppl. turc 1042 f. 19 v\(^{\circ}\), copy of an order to the governor of Cyprus Es-seyyid Halîl Efendi and other local authorities (evāṣut Ṣevvâl 1240 [29 May- 8 June 1825]): ‘Müste’min ‘ühdelerinde olan arâzi ve emlâkîn muğâyir-i ‘ahd-nâme olmağa mukaddemde men’i üçün müteveffâ taraflına gelmiş ba’zı husûsa dâ’ir kirâ’at olunanmâyarak ber muktezâ-yi me’mûriyet gelmêmize tevkîf olunmuş yedimde olan ta’llîmât-nâmeye mutâbîk bir mevâdd oldıgından hâmîl oldıgım evâmîr-i şerife ile beraber kirâ’at olunmağa süret-i fermânîdîr.’

\(^{51}\) BOA, I.DH 829, round robin of the Cyprus council (n.d. [~ May-June 1840]): ‘keyfiyetiñ bu vechile cânîb-i ‘âcîzâneme şîfahen ifâdeleri vekîl-i mûmâileyh kullarınıñ savb-i kem-terâneme tevârîd iden şuükâlarını isbat eylemiş.’
governor’s annual visit to Larnaca and brings it to his attention. He produces Calliméry’s credentials before him: ‘These documents having been presented to the Governor’s eyes, examined by him, and read aloud by the kocabaşis, they were considered genuine and authentic’ \(^{52}\). Again, here, a written proof needs the authority of a voice to retrieve its validity. It confirms the existence of an intimate connection between orality and authenticity.

[40] Little by little one can thus delineate the features of Ottoman administration as a vocalized one. To this extent, silent and voiceless as the remains of the Ottoman world may be today, the archives of such an administration should be understood as essentially oral. Namely, archives that need an articulate reading to retrieve their full authority; archives that must be put to the test of loud declamation (resembling what Gustave Flaubert used to call ‘l’épreuve du gueuloir’) lest they raise suspicions of misunderstanding. For all the ‘paper-pushing routine’ they prompted, then, the ‘reorganizations’ undertaken by the Ottoman administrators mainly brought about a profusion of speech acts. These voices got muffled, most of them completely mute now, once stored in archives. But any attempt to decipher the latter needs to revive these oral remnants.

2. Vertigophony

[41] Ill-literacy, though, is not only about letters failing to retrieve the compromising tones and fine vocalizations that administrators crucially needed. Riddled with embarrassing blanks and silences, Ottoman archives are also rife with bulges and surges, hollers and splutters that these very same administrators contrive to jettison.

**Pricking Up One’s Ears**

[42] First one needs to better understand by what means Ottoman officials manage to gain and broaden their knowledge about the place they are in charge of. In a world where the prime role is conferred to words uttered, the work of administrators first and foremost requires to prick up one’s ears.

---

\(^{52}\) MAE, CCC, Larnaca, vol. 18, f. 393 verso (Vasse de Saint Ouen to de Broglie, n° 24, 31 October 1835): ‘Ces titres mis sous les yeux du Gouverneur, examinés par lui, lus à haute voix par les Kodja bachis, ont été trouvés bons et authentiques.’
ears. As a matter of fact the talent of aural acuity, signaled by various forms of the same lexical root [s-m-], is a commonplace idea in the documents circulating among them:

[43] ‘with respect to the information minutely collected and heard, publicly and secretly, by the humble servant that I am since my insignificant arrival to the aforementioned island […]’

53 — ‘things have also been heard from people who come from Karpas, Baf other places’ — ‘it has been heard that unacceptable occurrences, contravening this order [of the Tanzimat] and the exalted wish [of the sultan], take place in various places and for multiple reasons’

55 — ‘according to what has been heard, in the aforementioned island there are people who ask and seize free food for themselves and their beasts’

56 — ‘it has been heard that this man, […] driven by the desire to become archbishop, might have proclaimed on his own initiative his appointment to this office’

57

[44] First, then, listening to what has been said or done, and collecting hearsay: that is what the administrator’s job consists in.

[45] The instructions addressed in 1847 to a special commissioner sent to Cyprus, ‘Abdulvahhab Efendi, testify to this point with a particular clarity, and deserve lengthy quotation:

[46] Word has it that if an end was put, with His exalted intercession, to the scourge of locusts invading the island, it would help the people of the island to retrieve their estates, properties and other goods that have fallen into other [foreigners’] hands. Ascertain the truth on this matter […] and get to the bottom of it, so

53 BOA, I.MVL 1317, report by the governor of Cyprus Häcı Mesrürı Ağa (7 Receb 1261 [12 July 1845]): ‘cezîre-i merkûmeye vürûd-i çäkerânemden-berû hafî ve cellî vàki’ olan tedëkîât ve mesmüât-ı ‘abidâneme nazaren.’

54 BOA, I.MVL 352, report (‘arîza’) signed by the governor of Cyprus ‘Mehmed Tal’at’ and ‘Es-seyyid Mustafa’, colonel in charge of public order in the island (7 Safer 1257 [31 March 1841]): ‘Karpas ve Baf ve sâ’îr ba’zı mahallerden gelen adamlardan dahû böyle gizlice şeyler istim’ eylemi.’

55 BOA, A.MKT 107/33, draft of a memorandum sent to several provincial governors (n.d., two distinct dates overleaf: 17 Muharrem 1264 [25 December 1847] and 2 Safer 1264 [9 January 1848]), regarding some contraventions to the Tanzimat rules: ‘ba’zı mahallerde dürülü sebeplerden tolayı bu nizâm ve matlab-ı ‘alîniî hilâfi olarak vükû’â’t-ı gayî-î merziyye mesmü’ olmas.’

56 BOA, A.DVNS.MHM.d 257, n° 52, order to the authorities of Cyprus (evâhir Şâbân 1263 [4-12 August 1847]): ‘istim’ olduğuna göre cezîre-i mezûrede ba’zı kesân ahâliiden meccânen yem ve yiyecek mutâlebe ve ahz etmekde.’ (A draft of this text is to be found in BOA, A.DVN.MHM 4/50.)

57 BOA, A.MKT 204/77, draft of a note (şukka) sent to Safvet Paşa (n.d., date overleaf: 19 Receb 1265 [10 June 1849]): ‘gûyâ bu adam […] kendiüsü baş piskopos itmek dâ’iyesiyle hûd-be-hûd me’mûriyetini i’llân ve icrâ itmiş olduklarını istim’ olunmuş.’
no doubt or complications remain possible; elucidate the true situation with the necessary registers, and make it known⁵⁸ [...].

[47] Word has it that, on account of what is called country expenses, four hundred thousand piastres or so are to be part of the annual tax. Since one needs to ascertain what are the expenses in question, a detailed register has to be sent, and it is also necessary to determine whose expenses they are. Deploy your zeal, in the aforementioned way, on these matters as well⁵⁹ [...].

[48] Word has it that the population inspector Hâçi Hüseyin Ağa, who is a member of the Lefkoşa council, has indulged in improper behaviour. If in truth the maintenance of this man in office causes damage and impropriety, devote due attention to his being dismissed from the council and to reporting this matter here [in Istanbul]⁶⁰.

[49] ‘Word has it that...’: pivotal in this leitmotiv is the word ‘rivâyet’, the exact meaning of which deserves minute examination. First it is a vague rumour, a narrative whose origin remains unknown⁶¹. Yet the term soon takes on more assertive tones: it can refer to ‘the “oral transmission” of a particular text or texts through recitation’, as performed by students in religion during their curriculum (Messick 1993: 22); it can also be ‘a decision handed down from some legist of reputation’⁶²; or ‘a variant reading of a word of the Qur’an, handed down by a pupil of one of the masters of reading’⁶³.

In short, what first sounded like mere hearsay ends up smelling like orthodoxy: it conveys words endowed with a latent authority. The ability to ratify this authority is precisely what the Ottoman govern-


⁵⁹ Ibid.: ‘işbu virginüni içinde dört yük ÿrûş kadar akçe masârîñi memleket nâmîyi sarf olunan şey oldûgi rivâyêt kînînmakda olmâsîyla bûnûn daha ne-makûle masâr oldûgi bilinmek üçûn muffredât defterîñi irsâ1 kilin-masî ve-i-hâlëtü hâzihi o misûlî masâr ne-tarâfdan görülmekde idûgî daha tahkik kînînmasi lâzîmeden olmağa bu husûslara daha ber vêch-i mûharrer hîmet eyleye.’

⁶⁰ Ibid.: ‘Lefkoşa meclisi a‘zâsîndan nûfûs nâzîn Hâçi Hüseyin Ağa’ñiñ ba’zi mertbe uyûnsuzluğu rivâyêt ol-unmakda oldûgînden fil-i-hâkika bu adamiñ hidmetde bekâ ve istihamî muzzûr ve uyûnsuz oldûgi hâlde me-clîden çıkmînmasî ve keyfiyetîni bu cânîbe bildînmesi husûslarına dîkkat eyleye.’

⁶¹ Redhouse 1890: 991 (‘rivâyêt’, first meaning of the word: ‘A narrative; a legend; a tradition’).

⁶² Ibid. (‘rivâyêt’, second meaning of the word).

⁶³ Ibid. (third meaning of the word). Which is quite exactly, according to R. Paret, one of the meanings of the word ‘kîrâ’at’: ‘la lecture spéciale d’un seul mot ou d’un passage kur’ânique déterminé (kîrâ’a, pl. kîrâ’ât = variante)’ (1986: 129).
ment expects from its provincial agents – as the requirements listed in ‘Abdülvahhâb Efendî’i’s case illustrate above. Wherever in the ‘well-protected domains’ they stand, the sultan’s servants have to show a relentless perspicacity. A note sent to several of them in late 1847 and early 1848 encapsulates such a maxim in the most imperious manner:

[50] Supposing the things that have been heard adjoin the truth, they [the provincial governors] will be held accountable for having not understood and signalled it in due time.  

[51] As above (‘ascertain the truth’, ‘elucidate the true situation’, ‘if in truth’), one perceives here that the repertoire of action incumbent on provincial administrators revolves around an eagerness to steep sheer rumours in an authorized truth.

[52] This repertoire, one may add, is a double-edged one, since it also signals the necessity to circumscribe the domain of what ‘causes damage and impropriety’. The constitution of a local knowledge by Ottoman provincial administrators aims not only at setting up the rules of their authority, but also at ensuring the due respect of these rules. Hearsay hence becomes a means to ascertain the provincials’ loyalty – or, conversely, to single out and repress seditious acts. Such is the precept one can read in Safvet Paşa’s instructions to his subordinaires, in 1849:

[53] If vagabonds come to the island for no reason and, whether they hold a [passport] permit or not, cause suspicion by their condition, behaviour and moves, they will be granted no permission to wander across the island; beside, if they insist on setting off on an excursion [towards the interior of the island], and if their words denote some bad intention, […] they should be sent to Rhodes. […] Moreover, it has been heard that some Greeks [Yünânlû] have come to the islands and talk in a way that may trouble the minds of the subjects; if somebody of this kind comes, holding the mandatory passport and health document in his hand, and reportedly talks in an unsettling and seditious manner while on an excursion, this man should be summoned to the [local] council and confronted with those who heard his

---

64 BOA, A.MKT 107/33, draft of a memorandum sent to several provincial governors (n.d., two distinct dates overleaf: 17 Muharrem 1264 [25 December 1847] and 2 Safer 1264 [9 January 1848]): ‘işidilen şeyler mukârin-i sîhat olduğu hâlde vaktîyle ahlalayub arz ü inhâ Olsonmadığinden tolâyi me’ülîyet üzerinde kalacağı.’


66 Ibid.: ‘mûzûr ve uygunsuz.’
words; a journal should be set up by the council and sent to us, and the man in question should also be escorted toward us\textsuperscript{67}.

[54] Clearly enough, this document outlines the \textit{modus operandi} deployed by period provincial administrators. Even more than a person’s ‘condition, behaviour and moves’, their perspicacity tracks down ‘words’ and ‘talk.’ Even more than the individuals themselves, it is their utterances that have to be prevented from wandering the province.

[55] The double warning that Safvet Paşa has issued as a supplement to his instructions corroborates this vision:

[56] Such measures should not be applied to any passer-by, but only to vagabonds who are causing suspicion: as to those who are not, and who do not hold any permit, one should deem it sufficient to send them back [to their place of origin]\textsuperscript{68}. […]

[57] Careful heed should be taken of this: these measures are not to be applied to anybody who starts speaking, but to those Greeks and other vagabonds whose words would cause sedition among the subjects\textsuperscript{69}.

[58] One can thus better understand the relevance criteria that underpin the Ottoman approach to hearsay: in the immensities of language, some words require the authority to intervene and to pin them down to a particular meaning; others do not. Hence administrators do not need to pay a similar attention to all the utterances that run through the province: to some they must impart gravity; others count for nothing, and can be dismissed as frivolous – as is the case for these vagabonds who, since they arouse no suspicion, are simply sent back where they came from.

\textsuperscript{67} BOA, I.DH 11188, copy of Safveti Paşa’s instructions to the administrators of the small islands adjoining Rhodes (n.d. [\textemdash} May-June 1849]): ‘

\textsuperscript{68} Ibid.: ‘bu sebebe rast gelen adam gönderilmeyeb bu suret fakat kendisünden şekilde olunan serseri makülesi-hakkında olub öde şube olunmayan ve yedinde tezkeresi bulunmayan kimesnerinin fakat def'leriyle ıktif olna.’

\textsuperscript{69} Ibid.: ‘bu suret her lakdri söyleyen adam dimek olmayub re'âyâ beyinde fesadî mû'eddî olacak sözlere söyleyen Yûnâni ve sâîr serseri makülesi adam dimek olmaği buralarına güzelce dikkat olna’. 
[59] One can only wonder what kind of words were likely to arouse suspicion among the provincial administrators: as to this, Safvet Pasha does not say a word. Most probably, it all boils down to a shared set of overtones – an implicit taxonomy allowing to recognize prima facie expressions of loyalty or sedition. Here one enters, as it were, the inner ear of Ottoman administration.

Rumour: Incoercible

[60] The archives of the province yet harbour more voices than the administrators would have agreed to authorize: overwhelming their ears, an indistinct flow of contradictory rumours, ill-founded suspicions and unwarranted accusations finds its way unto paper. It conveys a large, illiterate surplus of meaning, which ceaselessly put at risk the clear-cut taxonomies taken for granted by the Sublime Porte literati.

[61] Readers and hearers of innumerable petitions, the agents of the Ottoman sultan in the province are confronted with a vertigophony – a vertigo of voices that straddles the literacy/illiteracy dichotomy. No sooner is a complaint submitted than another comes to contest its veracity, begging that ‘neither attention nor consideration be granted’ to it. When Osmân ʻlzzî Efendi, a former chief judge of the province of Cyprus, undertakes in 1845 to expose before the Sublime Porte the irregular proceedings of the local authorities, the archbishop of the island (soon joined by the members of the Lefkoşa council and other local religious leaders and merchants) disparages his claim as mere lies.

---

70 This inner ear could be a variant on what Jacques Rancière has called ‘partage du sensible’: ‘On appellera partage du sensible la loi généralement implicite qui définit les formes de l’avoir-part en définissant d’abord les modes perceptifs dans lesquels ils s’inscrivent. […] Cette répartition qui anticipe, de son évidence sensible, la répartition des parts et des parties présuppose elle-même un partage de ce qui est visible et de ce qui ne l’est pas, de ce qui s’entend et de ce qui ne s’entend pas.’ (2004: 240; emphasis added).

71 This notion of ‘vertigophony’ is intended as a free English translation of Alain Corbin’s phrase ‘le vertige des foisonnements’ (1992). Corbin himself (103 n.1) recalls his indebtedness to Alphonse Dupront, ‘Histoire de la psychologie collective et vie du temps’, in L’Encyclopédie française t. xx (1959), chapter 3, p. 6.

72 The original version reads: ‘ihâle-i sem’ ü i’tebâr buyrulmamak.’

73 BOA, A.DVN 7/19, report (ʻarîza) by the archbishop of Cyprus ‘Yovâniykos’ (9 Zîl-i-kede 1260 [20 November 1844]): ‘bu bâbda mümâileyhumânînîn serd ü beyân idecekleri hilâf-i wâki’ inhâ ve ifadeleine ihâle-i sem’ ü i’tebâr buyrulmamak niyâziyila […] ‘râd olunan makâlât-i kâzi-beye bir vecihle ihâle-i sem’ ü i’tebâr buyrulmaması husüsî […] niyâz-i-ʻabidânem idûgi.’ A round robin issued on the same day by the Lefkoşa council contains the
A few months later, when the Istanbul authorities issue an order summoning several of the affair’s protagonists to the Ottoman capital, the case seems about to get settled:

[62] It has lately been observed and reported that the müfti of the island of Cyprus, together with the kocabaşı Å beydo, the archbishop and other kocabaşis, have indulged in certain improprieties with regard to the collection of the states revenues and of the canonical capititation, and in the distribution of annual taxes as well. Thus, following the sublime order issued on this matter, it has been required from the governor of the aforesaid island, the honourable Hacı Mesrûr Ağa, that the aforementioned persons be sent to the Porte of Felicity, and that the reported circumstances be elucidated and written down in all impartiality.

[63] And yet, the conclusions of Hacı Mesrûr Ağa’s investigations bring about a further suspension of judgment:

[64] It has been indeed deemed necessary, conforming to the sublime requisite of an imperial order, that the aforementioned persons be conducted and ushered to the Porte of Felicity, along with their register [of accounts]. Yet, with respect to the information minutely collected and heard, publicly and secretly, by the humble servant that I am since my insignificant arrival to the aforementioned island, it has been ascertained [...] that once arrived there [to Istanbul] these people will dare utter, during the investigation and interrogation that will take place, certain things regarding agents of the sublime sultanate who have come to the island since the beginning of the blessed reorganizations; that they will also ask 'İzzi Efendi, who presently is tax farmer of the aforesaid island, to be sent and summoned to the Porte of Felicity; and that currently they also prepare for calling to the Porte of Felicity many people, Muslims and Christians, who would testify in their favour. It clearly appears then that [...] this situation will bring about considerable irritation, by heaping much opprobrium on some servants illustrious for their fidelity, and weighing heavily on the honour-crowned heads of the high dignitaries of the sublime sultanate. [...] Consequently, and although this oversteps my prerogatives, it has been deemed more proper on my humble part that the aforesaid individuals

same exhortation (ibid.). See also BOA, I.MVL 1203, round robin (mahzar) dated 1st Muḥarram 1261 (10 January 1845): ‘o maküle erbb-i mefsedetiñ kälen ve kalemem vükü’bularan hılf-i váki’ ifade ü inhâlarna ihâle-i sem’ ü i’tibâr buyurlamamasi.’

74 BOA, I.MVL 1317, round robin by the Supreme Council of Judicial Ordinances (or Meclis-i válâ) (7 Râmaziyán 1261 [9 September 1845]); this quoted passage is a digest summing up previous events: ‘Kıbrıs ceziresi müftîsi ile kocabaşı Å beydo ve başbiskopos ve sâ’îr kocabaşlarıñ envâl-i mîrîyye ve cizye-i şer’îyye tahsîлатında ve têvzî-i virgü husûsunda ba’zî uygunsuzlukları vükü’bülüğü mukaddemce rû’yet ve istihbâr olunduğundan merkûmlarıñ Dersa’ade’tê gönderilmesi ve keyfiyât-i merviyiyeniñ garâszsiza tahkîk ve temnik olunması husûsları müte’allik buyurların irâde-i seniyye mücebince cezire-i merkûme kâ’imakâmi ‘izzettül Hacı Mesrûr Ağa’ya sipârîş buyurluş olması [...]’
stay here; hence one would regularize and straighten their required accounts, and proceed with admonitions and reprimands, on this side.\footnote{Ibid., letter from the Cyprus governor Häci Mesrûr Ağa (7 Recib 1261 [12 July 1845]): ‘Dersa’adet’e i’zâmları irâde-i seniyye iktizå-yi ‘allisinden olan sâbîkü-z-zîk kesâniñ dahi defter-i mezbüre ile berâber sevk ü têsribleri egerce läzmênän bulunmuş ise de cezîre-i merkümeye vûrûd-i çâkerâmînên-berû hafi ve celli vâkî’ olan tebdîlât ve memsûrât-i ‘abîdânêmê nazaren […] bunlarîn ol-cânîbe ‘azîmletînêinde icâb idecek tahkik ü istintâk-i vâk’arda bidâyet-i tânzîmât-i hayriyeyeden berû cezîre-i merkümeye vûrûd iden me’mûrîn-i saltanat-i seniyye hakkînêna ba’zî mertebe cêvâblar iراد iderek mühâkemeye cu’rette el-hâletü hazihi cezîref[{-i}] mezbüre gerek mültezimi bulunan ‘Îzzi Efendi bendelerini dahi Dersa’adet’e celt ü da’vet eyleyeceklere ve bu sirada tarafîna hüsn-i şehadet zîmdînêna lâslâm ve re’âyadan haylî kesâniñ dahi Dersa’adet’e ‘azîmîte mültehîyeyi idüklere lede-t-taharrîr rü’yet-i hâlden tahkikkînîmi oldîgîna ve bu keyfiyet bir takım bendegân-î sadakatniñân hakkînêna bir nev’i hacêleti mûcib ve tasdî-i ser-i şeref-efser-i vûkelâ-yi saltanat-i seniyyeyi müstevcîb dâqdaq-î ‘azîm olacağî[{-i}] væzîhêden bulûndîgîna bin’ên […] zîkr olunan kesâniñ burada tevkîflerîyêle muhâsebe-i lazîmenêñ ta’dîl ü istîrâd[{-i}] ve tenbihât ü tevbihâtîñ bu cânîbde içrasi husûsî min ãyari haddin nezdî ‘abîdanemînî tasvîb kînîmsî.’}

\footnote{Ibid., memorandum (‘arz tezikresî) (n.d., date overleaf: 2 Şevvâl 1261 [4 October 1845]): in a way that closely paraphrases the recommendation of the governor of Cyprus, the grand vizier concludes that ‘the aforesaid accounts should be examined there, and reports concerning the situation be sent to the Porte of Felicity’ (muhâsebe-i merkûmenî ol-tarafa đa-l-rü’ye keyfiyetiñin Dersa’adet’e bildirîlmesî); which is approved by the adjoining sultanîc order.}

\footnote{As expressed in Ottoman by the phrase ‘oñûni kesmek’, which frequently appears when it comes to unauthorized utterances in period documents. See for example BOA, I.MVL 139, round robin (mazbata) of the Cyprus council (n.d. [~ 1840]): ‘cevâb tahrîriyle sizîldînîn [sic] oñûni kesmiş’ (‘with his answer he forestalled murmurs’). Compare Reinkowski 2005: 301.}

[65] The argument here stressed by the governor of Cyprus is that unauthorized words might get out of control if allowed to spread to Istanbul. It sounds more reasonable, he pleads, to fence in the rumours by circumscribing them in their provincial confines.

[66] Significantly enough, the argument seems to have convinced the Istanbul top brass: as far as one can know, the case in question eventually remains in the hands of local authorities. One thus perceives the essential role that the Ottoman administration imparted to its provincial agents: incumbent on them is the task of ‘forestalling’ any kind of rumour, to ‘cut it short’. The aforequoted note is a case in point:
[67] Supposing the things that have been heard adjoin the truth, they [the provincial governors] will be held accountable for having not understood and signalled it in due time.

[68] Noticeable here is the phrase ‘in due time’ – that is, before the rumour surges and gets audible as far as Istanbul, out of its proper proportions. In other words, provincial administrators are relentlessly exhorted to contain the rumour, so that nobody can spread the word. The tone and the rhetoric may vary, according to circumstances. Dilatory:

[69] There seems to be a possibility that from now onwards, through wise proceedings, the question could be left pending and in abeyance, without this causing any kind of murmur or complaint.

[70] Conciliatory:

Because of the circumstances and of the current affairs, the surest and fittest way is to leave them [foreigners who acquire real estate properties] in peace this year; as has formerly been the case one should take care to satisfy and silence them with wise measures, so that the matter be settled promptly and without murmurs.

[71] Martial:

Some trouble-makers are eager to cash in on the harmful effects of the revolutions in Europe, and they will mix with the inhabitants of the White Sea islands; it is hence necessary to scrutinize with attention the situation of these places, and, if...

---

78 BOA, A.MKT 107/33, draft of a memorandum sent to several provincial governors (n.d., two distinct dates overleaf: 17 Muḥarram 1264 [25 December 1847] and 2 Safer 1264 [9 January 1848]): ‘işidilen şeylerin sızıldığı hâlde vakitlile afillayub arz ü inhâ olanmadığından tolayı me’sûliyet üzerinde kalkacaq.’

79 Frequently used phrases, such as ‘şudur diyicek mahal kalmamış’ or ‘şudur diyicek yer kalmamak üzere’, testify to this preoccupation. See BOA, I.MVL 352, round robin (mazbata) by ‘Ömür Paşa and the main authorities of Cyprus (27 Safer 1257 [20 April 1841]); BOA, A.MKT 104/3, annotated instructions (ta’ilmât) to ‘Abdûl-vahâb Efendi (n.d. [~ 1846-47]). Compare Reinkowski 2005: 301.

80 BOA, A.MKT 42/90, report (‘arz) by the governor of Cyprus Hasan Paşa (11 Rebi‘i‘lı’-āhir 1262 [8 April 1846]): ‘bir günâ sızıld ve makâlata sebeb vibrmeyicek derecelerde arasınıüz uzadılb terk ü tevkîf olunmasi dahî bundan sonra süret-i hakîmânedele ba’rizi esbâba teşebbüs ile müümkinâtdan görünmemiştir’ (emphasis added).

81 BOA, LHR 116, memorandum (‘arz tezkiresi) (n.d. [~ February 1840]) paraphrasing a letter from the governor of d’İzmir, concerning foreigners holding real estate and their fiscal status: ‘hasbeü-l-vakt ve-l-maslaha[l] bu senelik pek-de üzerevilla varîmâyarak sâbiki vechile hüsni-i süretle sizildiszca [sic] tedâbîri-h hakikâme ile irzâ ü iskâltarrıyla tesvîyesine i’tinâ olunması esleb ve enseb olacaq’ (emphasis added). Many thanks to Alp Yücel Kaya for having signalled this document to me.
any trace of a move comes out, to repress it at once without wasting time on words.\(^{82}\)

[72] Versatile as it may be, this rhetoric of containment always points to the same soundbite: words are to be spared.

[73] Again, yet, one has reasons to believe that provincial chatter more often than not overruns the administrators’ discernment and laconicism. For it confronts them with an unremitting profusion, disregarding the discretion of authorized and contained speech. Profusion is the word that first comes to mind when one opens the hefty file containing all the petitions, letters and round robins that piled up at the Sublime Porte during the autumn 1840, with regard (among others) to the two Lefkoşa kocabaşis Ācī Kirgekī and Ābeydo. An affair even more inextricable than the case put forth by İzzī Efendi in 1845, it offers a crucial example of how a set of rumours could unbalance the Ottoman politics of provincial containment.\(^{83}\) As a matter of fact, those petitioning against the kocabaşis’ pretended malpractices have secured the sponsorship of the Istanbul Greek patriarch before the Sublime Porte.\(^{84}\) But above all, several Cypriots have taken the initiative to come to the capital and bring the case to the ears of Istanbul high dignitaries. In contravention of the obligation to hold a ‘passage permit’, and without any consideration for the local governor’s prerogatives, a small group of islanders have ‘fled’ to Istanbul; another party comes to the Porte hot on their heels, led by Ioannikios, a Cypriot churchman long exiled in France – and soon to become archbishop himself (Dionyssiou 1995: 36). ‘The two parties being present at the Threshold where imperial majesty rests, both of them have been summoned to the Supreme Council [of Judicial Ordinances] to be questioned and interrogated again and again’\(^{85}\). Some charge the incriminated kocabaşis with various frauds, others plead

\(^{82}\) BOA, A.MKT 119/15, draft of an order to the Commander-in-chief of the Army (Ser’asker) (n.d., date overleaf: 3 Cemāzī‘ei-evvel 1264 [7 April 1848]): ‘Ävrūpānî ihtilālātınîn āsār-i muziresinden istifāde itmek isteyen ba‘zi şûrîş-kârlarîn Akdeñiz‘e bulunan atalar ahālisî ile ihtilāltarı ziyâde olacağından oralarîn hâllerine rezk-i nazar dikkat olunması ve bir ġûne eser-i hâreket zûhûr ider ise laikîdî uzamaksızın derhāl ödûyi yerde basdırılmasi lâzîmeden olacağî […]’ (emphasis added).

\(^{83}\) On this affair elements are to be found in Dionyssiou 1995: 32-36. A condensed – and oversymplifying – paraphrase of the BOA file in hand is offered by Uzun 2002: 18-22.

\(^{84}\) BOA, I.MVL 139, letter from the ‘İstanbul Rûm pârtrî’ Antîmos (n.d. [~ spring-summer 1840]): ‘bu çâkerlerine têtîrît ü tesîrî eyledikleri Rûmî el-imlâ üç kit’a arz ü mahzarlari.’

\(^{85}\) BOA, I.MVL 139, round robin (mazbata) from the Meclis-i vâlâ (n.d. [~ autumn 1840]): ‘tarafeyn Āsitâne-i şevket-aşıyâne‘de bulunmuş olgındandan bi-d-defa‘at Meclis-i vâlâ‘ya cebî ile isticvâb ü istînlâk olundukda.’
in their favour – while some also seize the opportunity to push themselves forward… The Council also hears the testimony of a ‘former nakiş [registrar of the descendants of Muhammed] in Cyprus’, whose name sounds familiar since the man in question is ʿIzzī Efendi himself, only recently arrived to Istanbul. And four judges formerly in office in the island, who happen to stay in the capital for others affairs at the moment, are solicited on the matter as well: ‘as they came several times to the Supreme Council to explain their situation, on that occasion they were also questioned concerning their knowledge of the condition of the aforesaid island’. One audience after another, the Porte high dignitaries thus repeatedly listen to the multiple versions of a case that divides into several ramifications, soon overwhelmed by a rumour that has become incoercible.

[74] Lest exasperation would gain momentum, soon comes the time for decision-making. First comes the main recommendation issued by the Supreme Council of Judicial Ordinances:

[75] Since so much tittle-tattle has occurred, and as the tranquility of the inhabitants is, under the justice-lavishing aegis of His Imperial Majesty, a requirement that must be satisfactorily met, it cannot be deemed proper that the aforementioned lord [ʿOsmān Beg, governor of Cyprus at that time] stay there from now onwards. Consequently he should be dismissed, and to his post one should appoint a fit person among the servants of the sublime sultanate, somebody who certainly understands the principles of the blessed reorganizations, knows about imperial affairs and is familiar with the rules and administration currently in force.

[76] Strikingly enough, ‘tittle-tattle’ ranks first among the motives for this decision. To be sure, the latter is prompted by the conviction that such rumours are indeed grounded: the Council report stresses that ‘the charges [against the kocabaşısı] actually and mainly stem from the unsettling and improper initiatives’ taken by the governor to blame.

---


87 Ibid., mazbata from the Meclis-i vâlâ (n.d. (~ early September 1840)): ‘mâdemki bu kadar iştîkâ ve kil ü kâl vükûbûlûmûs idığûne ve sâye-i ma delet-vâye-i hâzret-i şâhânedde âsâyiş-i âhâli kaziye-i mermîyesi lâzimeden bulundığina bina=en bu hâlde mîr-i mûmâleleyhîî ba dezîn orada bakasî uyanamayacağîndan ʿazîliye yerine usûl-i tanzîmat-i hayriye ve vâfik ve mesâlîh-i seniyeyi ʿârif ve usûl ü idâre-i hâliyye ve vûküfî der-aşıkar bendegân-i saltanat-i seniyyeden mûnûsîb bir zât muhassîl taʿyîn [buyrûluş].’

88 Ibid.: ‘asîl-i başîca iştîkâlînu muhassîl-i mûmâleleyhîî yol sus ve uyğunus hareketlerinden oldûğu afîâşîlîmîş.’
spin out of control appears to stand as an all-important reason, in the name of ‘the tranquility of the inhabitants.’

[77] This primacy is conveyed in an even more manifest manner in the memorandum transmitted to the Sultan’s cabinet by the grand vizier. It contains a supplementary recommendation, which the Council report did not feature, with regard to the archbishop of Cyprus:

[78] […] and although the behaviour of the aforesaid archbishop has shown no impropriety so far, some tittle-tattle has come out on his account; consequently, he too should be dismissed and replaced, and to his office another fit person should be chosen and appointed.\footnote{Ibid.}

[79] One certainly cannot ignore that the man who is then elected to succeed him, the aforementioned Ioannikios, most probably profited from staying and networking in Istanbul in order to secure the post.\footnote{Dionyssiou (1995: 34) explains that during the 1830s, ‘Ioannikios […] was living in Paris, where he was acquainted with Reşit Paşa during his ambassadorship in Paris and London (1834-1837) and in Paris (1836-1837). He was also acquainted with Ahmet Fethi Paşa, son-in-law of the Sultan Mahmud II. […] Both of them helped him later to ascend the Archbishopric throne of Cyprus.’ Dionyssiou more specifically refers to Georgiou 1975: 125-126; he also produces (1995: 242-248) two documents which attest to the future archbishop’s networks among Ottoman high officialdom.}
Yet it remains meaningful that, even in the most eminent and confidential Ottoman correspondence, the argument of gossip still suffices for justifying the archbishop’s dismissal. As soon as it risks becoming uncontainable, the tumult of rumour – be it grounded or not, this is not the point – precipitates the authorities into decision.

Rogue Words

[80] Still this is nothing: for, in all that precedes, the hubbub remained confined to official authorities, whether in Cyprus or in Istanbul. This is precisely what the governor of the island stresses, in a round robin signed by the local council regarding the case of Ācī Kirgekī and Ābeydo:

[81] Since your humble servant came here, Muslims and non-Muslims alike have seemed satisfied with these kocabâṣis, and only favorable opinions have been
heard at the marketplace or the bazaar; as a matter of fact, murmurs come from the council, which arguably implies that the case is a personal one[^91].

[82] The poll procedures adopted here imply that public places such as the marketplace and the bazaar sometimes become a symbolic arena where provincial rumours put the Ottoman authorities to the test. The military commander sent to Cyprus from Beyrouth in the early 1840s thus orders his troops ‘to station a patrol in the marketplace of the area where they are positioned, to seize and apprehend those who quarrel and brawl, and to bring them before the official entrusted with the maintenance of public order’[^92]. Then he relates a telling episode:

[83] One day the non-Muslim party in Lefkoşa closed their shops and went to the bishop, declaring ‘We have been told that the Muslims will kill us all.’ The aforesaid bishop reported the situation to the colonel entrusted with the maintenance of public order in the aforesaid place, your humble servant Mustafa Beg, and truly the aforementioned lord your servant then behaved clear-sightedly: accompanied by rank and file troops from his following, he went to the market, and had public criers proclaiming that under His Sovereign Majesty’s might-lavishing aegis nobody would harm anybody; then he ordered that the market be reopened[^93].

[84] The marketplace hence appears to be a privileged setting for the Ottoman authorities to test their procedures of rumour containment: there a tumult could arise at any time, there it should be repressed at once. And interestingly enough, recourse is had to the unwritten words of ‘public criers’ to this end. Marketplaces then, insofar as they symbolize ‘the manifestation, first verbal only, of a dis-repressed at once. And interestingly enough, recourse is had to the unwritten words of ‘public criers’ test their procedures of rumour containment: there a tumult could arise at any time, there it should be

[^91]: BOA, I.MVL 139, mazbata from the Lefkoşa council (n.d. [~ 1840]): ‘çâkerleri bu tarafla gelendenberü şu koca-başlardan gerek İslâm ve gerek re’âyayı hoşnut görmüş ve çarşu ve bazaarından dahi hüsn-i hâller i işdilmış ve bu sızıldı vakı’â meclisden haber virildiği üzere teferretda vâsasından ‘ibâret idüg i fehm olunmuş.’

[^92]: BOA, I.MVL 352, report by the commander (mîr-lîvâ) ‘Ômer Paşa (n.d. [~ 1841-42]): ‘bulundukları ma-hallerde çarşuya birer karaqol var’ ıla yav’la ıla nizâ’ idenleri ahz ü giirt iderek zabtiye me’mûrîn getürmelerî.’

[^93]: *Ibid.*: ‘bir gün dahî Lefkoşada re’âyâ tâ’ifesi dükkânları kapatarak piskoposu gelüb ‘müslûmanlar bizi kara-caklar imiş’ deyû ifade itmeleriyle piskopos-i mersüm keyfiyeti mahal-i mezâcrûn zabtiye me’mûrî olan mîrâlây Mustafa Beg kullanına haber virmiş ve mîr-i mümâlîleyh kullan dahî toqnsi bu sirada ziyâde direçtyet-kârânî hareket iderek derhâl ma’âyêtinde olan zabtiye neferâtını bî-l-istishâb çarşuya çıkb mûnâdîler nidaşıyla say-i budret-vâye-i cenâb-i müükânâde kimesnenî kimseye bir şey idemeyecegini ilân ile tekrâr çarşyu açdirmuş’.

[^94]: With regard to the Ottoman notion of ‘kîl ü kâl: ‘eine vorerst nur verbal geäußerte Disposition zum Aufruhr, die sich sehr rasch z.B. in einer Zusammenrottung (cumhûrîcemîyet) materialisieren kann.’
And this metonymy itself, as a language device, is a means to subdue truly untenable utterances—words nobody knows whenever, wherever, whomever they could pop up. Rogue words.

[85] The universe of Ottoman provincial archives, patterned as it is by the necessity to check public voicings, still lets these provincial rumours surface here and there. You can hear these rogue words, mired in sarcasm and vilification. Those words are not real words, the masters of the archival pen posit: they rather resemble something like a whine, a squawk, a squeak, or a gurgle perhaps; here a barely audible whisper, there a vociferous outcry, fiery beyond measure. Do you insist that more proper introductions should be done? Very well then, but you will have been warned.

[86] At first, these utterances resemble any other, sound like ordinary talk (güft ü gü). Yet they can suddenly grow bitter and noxious, exaggerated (mübālağa). Once divulged (şây'i), their noise (gürültü) quickly soars: it soon becomes a deafening clamor (gülğül) of tittle-tattle and
gossip (kılı kâr). Add to this a few insinuated calumnies (erâcûf), and the laments (sizûldû) of this cantankerous multitude (gâvûg) degenerates into sheer riot.

[87] Such is the vast lexical repertoire of ignominy-clad words deployed by Ottoman administrators to stigmatize provincial ill-literacy. So much does this cacophony jar their decorous language, that they cannot echo it without a murmur of reprobation or a sign of repentance. Mustafa Beg, commander in charge of maintaining public order in Cyprus, adopts this very contrite stance when relating the ‘imaginations’ (evhâm) nurtured among the Christians of Lefkoşa on Monday, 5 Safer 1257 (29 March 1841):

[88] Those are not things that should be said, but as they could be fetched in a different way by somebody else to the soil trodden upon by His comfort-lavishing Majesty, so did the temerity to relate them ensue. All this caused no glitch in the affairs of the Sublime State, and we remain up and running as ever. My humble plea is that no consideration be granted by His Excellency to any other information and informant.

[89] I have to say it, though I would prefer not to: there is indeed nothing that should be said. The only motive for repeating these unconveyable ‘things’ is the risk that anybody else might report them otherwise – which, Mustafa Beg suggests, would boost further ungrounded rumours. Hence the necessity to write down on paper the trace of a ‘glitch’ that should go unnoticed right away.

[90] This refusal to acknowledge the audibility of non-authorized words not only matches the cognitive taxonomies that have been pinpointed earlier among the Ottoman administrators: it also stems from the categories of what could be termed a practical sociology. Some people utter words which deserve to be listened to; as to all the others, they have no word. By closely examining the

---

102 Ibid.: 1419 (‘kılı kâr: Tittle-tattle’).
103 Ibid.: 57 (‘erâcûf: Idle, false rumors, calumnies, and the like, disseminated maliciously’).
104 Ibid.: 1199 (‘sizûldû: 1. Lamentation and complaint. […]’).
105 Ibid.: 1354 (‘gâvûg: 1. A noisy multitude. 2. An outcry of mingled voices, a tumult. 3. (vulg. kavûg) A contest, quarrel, brawl. 4. A fight, battle’).
106 Ibid.: 1199 (‘sizûldû: […] 2. Public murmurs, and complaint; any public expression of dissatisfaction; a riot’).
107 BOA, I.MVL 352, petition (‘arzuûlû) bearing no signature (the author most probably being Mustafa Beg) (7 Safer 1257 [31 March 1841]): ‘bu ifâde idecek bir şey degil ise de taraf-î ahârden hâk-î pâ-yi hazret-i veliyi-n-nu’maya başka vechile ifâde olunur mûlûla’asyla ifâdeye cesâret olundı ve bundan tolayi mesâlih-i Devlet-‘aliye’ye bir sekte gelmeyerek kemâ fi-sâbik işimizde gücümüzdeyiz başka bir haber ve âhara [sic] i’tibâr buyumamaları niyâz-i bendegânem idüğü.’
whys and wherefores of such a sociological divide, one can better understand the extent to which late Ottoman provincial administration rests on a monopolization of legitimate literacy.

[91] The correspondence of Ottoman officials in Cyprus contains frequent references to local people who are called – if translated literally – the ‘word holders’ (söz sâhibleri). This very term, ‘söz’, testifies to the matters of authority that are at stake here: it refers to the pledge of a promise, to the determination of an order, to the resolution of a case pleaded – and finally, in short, to sheer influence. This word is endowed with gravity then: a pondered, well-chosen word, which has a bearing on future events. More than just a word, ‘söz’ sounds as if it was a title, a distinction that cannot be awarded but thoughtfully. To be acknowledged as a ‘word holder’, one must be as good as one’s word. In short, one has to be a ‘word keeper’.

[92] How to understand the entitlement which is here at play? One may suggest relating it to a certain Ottoman concept of notability. ‘Word keepers’ are indeed notable, first and foremost due to their eloquence. They are people whose speech complies with the patterns of a literate turn of phrase, of the kind that can easily be edited on paper. It comes as no surprise then that in some documents the phrase ‘söz başı’ is substituted for ‘söz sâhibi’: significantly enough, it literally refers to the title of a book chapter or to a paragraph ‘head’... But along with this silver-tongued oratory, other criteria shape the notability in question: in the order of precedence established through Ottoman terms of address, ‘word keepers’ quite often rank in the same position as Christian kocabaşı.

---

108 Redhouse 1890: 1090 (‘söz: 1. Any word or words spoken or written. 2. A promise, agreement, compact. 3. A command. 4. An objection. 5. An assertion, an opinion. 6. An accusation. 7. An argument; a plea. 8. Conversation. 9. A remark, observation. 10. Influence’). One should also note that, in the Ottoman administrators’ parlance, the main quality of docile subjects is the ability to ‘get the word’ (söz anlamak) (ibid.: ‘To understand and be persuaded or heed’).

109 Which is the translation that I suggest adopting henceforth for ‘söz sâhibleri.’

110 Redhouse 1890: 1091 (‘söz sâhibi: An eloquent man’).

111 Ibid.: 1091 (‘a heading of a chapter, section, paragraph, etc.’). See BOA, IMVL 7270, annex document (zeyl) written by Sirri Efendi (19 Cemâzî‘îl-evvel 1267 [22 March 1851]): ‘mütemevvil ve söz başı olanlar.’

112 BOA, A.DVNS.MHM.d 248, n° 426, order to Mehmed Es’ad Medîh Beg and to the authorities of Cyprus (evâ’il Rebi‘ü‘l-âhir 1247 [9-18 September 1831]): ‘gerek ehl-i islâmdan söz sâhibi ve gerek re’âyadan koca-başı.’ It does not necessarily imply that all ‘word keepers’ be Muslims: a document from 1821 mentions certain ‘söz sâhibi gâvurlar’ (kept at Sofia Cyril and Methodius National Library, under the reference NBKM, Or. Otd., F. 275A, a.e. 243; fac-simile in Theocharidis 1980: 156.)
and in the provincials’ parlance also, they count among ‘those among us who stand in the front rank’ (ilerüye gelenlerimiz)\(^{113}\). In Albert Hourani’s words, such phrases point to ‘those who can play a certain political role as intermediaries between government and people’ \(^{114}\). In short, the prerequisites for being a ‘notable’ closely knit together the mastery of a certain oral literacy and the ability to take place within a sociopolitical configuration straddling local and imperial power networks.

[93] One should stress though that this group includes many more people than the few most prominent figures of local government. As far as non-Muslims as concerned, a round robin from the Tuzla district council, dated May 31, 1840, suggests that the ‘word keeper’ title spans a wider spectrum than that of ‘notable’. It spells out a neat hierarchical ladder: on the one hand there are the officially recognized dignitaries who take part in provincial administration – ‘the bishop and the kocabaşı who are the community leaders’, also called ‘the notables of our community’ (milletimiz hâtrüleri)\(^{115}\), – and, on the other hand, a larger and humbler body of ‘word keepers.’ The core of this document is worth being quoted in full:

[94] We humbly gained knowledge of the tenor of the sublime order presently granted with favour, which stipulates that the question ‘Is it fortunate or not for the humble ones that the kocabaşı Hacı Kırğı and ‘Abeydo become members of the council?’ should be investigated among the small and the big ones, and reported in truth by the council to the soil trodden upon by His fortunate Excellency. When, in compliance with the order of His fortunate Excellency, this was asked in council session to the bishop and the kocabaşı who are the community leaders, they answered: ‘If the question is to be asked to those among us who stand in the front rank, a quarter of our word keepers will not testify in their favour, and most of them will tell that they are harmful. Indeed, while questioned about these two’s condition by the notables of our community, who always stand by our side, they show their discontent. Now if we were to declare ‘It’s fine’ regarding them, it would

\(^{113}\) L.MVL 139, mazbata de l’assemblée du district de Tuzla (29 Rebi‘ü’l-evvel 1256 [31 mai 1840]): ‘ilerüye gelenlerimizden su’al olunsu söz sâhiblerimizîn dörtde bini iyiliklerine şehâdet itmeyüb’ (see the complete quotation hereafter).

\(^{114}\) Hourani 1968: 48. See also Makdisi 2000: 34 (‘The notables were often referred to in Ottoman as söz sahibleri, those who have a say and the ‘masters of words’ in an overwhelmingly illiterate society’) and 45 (‘a notable was the face and voice of respectable society (awjuh al-bilad in Arabic; söz sahibleri in Ottoman).’).

\(^{115}\) If indeed one were to choose an Ottoman term conveying the various connotations of the word ‘notable’, this ‘hâtrülü’ would seem quite indicated. See Redhouse 1890: 821-822 (‘hâtr: 1. A thought, an idea, a suggestion. 2. The mind. 3. The memory. 4. The heart as a seat of thoughts and impressions. 5. A recollection of a person or thing, accompanied with love, respect, or veneration. 6. One’s feelings, frame of mind, health. 7. One’s influence, consideration, weight’).
necessarily imply that we do not show respect for the inhabitants’ views, and our position would be amiss. But if our archbishop issues an order commanding us to testify in their favour, then we will certify their good condition as well.’ […]\textsuperscript{116}

[95] One could not have more clearly manifested the many contestations and compromises which in the end give way to words duly authorized and sanctioned. And also, it appears that the ‘masters of words’\textsuperscript{117} do not always stick willingly to their Master’s voice. Perhaps because of their lesser involvement (as compared to bishops or kocabaşıs) in official local administration, they do not need to deploy the ‘cautious and even ambiguous modes of action’ that characterize the Houranian ‘notables’ (Hourani 1968: 46). No need then to restrict their repertoire to the tight coat of an ‘interaction between the Ottoman public order and the ecclesiastical order’\textsuperscript{118}. Rather than posing in the stiff decorum of provincial administrative networks, one should imagine them arguing in a buzzing village place, or on the threshold of a countryside chapel.

[96] Now there is a sentence one needs to read twice: ‘if we were to declare ‘It’s fine’ regarding them, it would necessarily imply that we do not show respect for the inhabitants’ views’\textsuperscript{119}. According to what Tuzla’s bishop and kocabaşı declare here, ‘word keepers’ would appear to be 

\textit{spokesmen} of a sort. Does it imply that their titles of notability also derive from some kind of representative legitimacy, whose advent would have been brought about (or so certain historians say) by the ‘reorganization’ of provincial councils at that time\textsuperscript{120}? Relevant as it may sound, this hypothesis


\textsuperscript{117} To quoted Makdisi’s translation (2000: 34): ‘söz sâhibleri, those who have a say and the ‘masters of words’.

\textsuperscript{118} Anagnostopouloû 2002: 283 (‘interaction entre l’ordre public ottoman et l’ordre ecclésiastique’).

\textsuperscript{119} BOA, I.MVL 139, \textit{mazbata} from the Tuzla district council (29 Rebi‘ü’l-evvel 1256 [31 May 1840]): ‘bizler bunlar için iyûdî demîş olsak ahalîninîñ re’ylerine mütâba‘at itmeýüb’.

\textsuperscript{120} See most typically Shaw 1968.
needs to be tempered – as clearly appears while reading another round robin, contemporary of the Tuzla document and dealing with the same topic, issued by the Lefkoşa council (and probably by the Cyprus governor himself, for that matter):

[97] When the archbishop was questioned about the arrangements and agreements regarding the kocabaşi, the aforesaid bishop declared that those who currently are members of the council, namely the head kocabaşi Yanko, Hacı Kerkeri and Â beydo, were fit. And when asked about the latter’s condition and situation, the other council members answered ‘Nobody is fitter than these ones.’ And when told that according to a sublime order’s stipulations an inquiry into the situation of these members had to be undertaken among the humble ones, their answer was as follows: ‘Except for these members nobody in the island of Cyprus is fit, and besides one should take heed of not letting words fall to the feet because of their admission.’ Consequently, since in truth nobody else seems apt, the necessary steps have been taken121.

[98] I adopted a literal translation here: ‘letting words fall to the feet’ (söz ayaga düşmek). Yet this phrase, in its figurative sense, points to authority matters: it refers to the fear that the rabble (ayak takımı) would gain the upper hand in affairs of importance (Redhouse 1890: 284). The fear of order being turned upside down, as it were. Most noticeable here is the fact that an order from the sultan had precisely commanded local authorities to inquire into what ‘the humble ones’ think – an enfranchisement of public speech whose unusual character prompts an immediate contestation among the duly entitled ‘word keepers.’ And it is not surprising that their plea gets backup from the local governor, in complete disregard for the order received from Istanbul, since this attitude most surely dovetails with the self-assured pattern detected earlier in the administrators’ archives: the multitude does not talk, it has no word; so why should it be listened to? Little here has to do with any tentative principle of representativeness; rather, the reaction of the Cyprus authorities remains in line with an age-old paternalism.

121 BOA, I.MVL 139, mazbata from the Lefkoşa council, more specifically written in the name of the governor ‘Osmâni Nuri’ (n.d. [~ 1840]) (emphasis added): ‘kocabaşları tertib ü tensesi dahî baş piskoposu lede-s-su’al el-yemv a’zâ-yi meclis olan baş kocabaşi Yanko ile Hacı Kerkeri ve Â beydo münâşibî olduğu piskopos-i mersûm tarafından haber vinüb keyfiyet ü hâlîri kusûr-i a’zâ-yi meclisînden dahî tahîkî kilindikda bunlardan münâşibî yokdur deyû cevâb virîliyig ve bu a’zâ-yi meclisînî keyfiyeti fukarâdan dahî tahîkî olunmak irade-i seniyye iktîzâsîndan olduğu ifade olundukda şu a’zâdan ğâyri Kûbris cezîresinde münâşib kimesneler olmayub yine bunlar olacaklarindan söz ayaga düşmemek münâşibîdîr yollû cevâblarına ve hakikat bunlardan başka ehiilleri dahî görülmegine nazaren tâbî icrâ olun[masî] [...]’
The attempt at fencing off one’s monopoly on literate words thus inextricably ties in with the maintenance of an oligarchic form of authority. Both draw on a conceptual dichotomy which radiates paramount in the Ottoman linguistic universe: on the one hand, commoners (‘avâmm’); on the other, the distinguished ones (havâss). Not only does this divide denote homespun sociopolitical as well as mystical hierarchies; it also harbours a variety of implications as to language, written and spoken: ‘the differences between the language of the literate class (the havass) and the people (the avamm) [...] were considerable’. The former master a culture of letters, and nurture it with eloquence and distinction; the latter only can use vulgar and flawed turns of phrase. In short, they do not speak the same language.

---

122 Redhouse 1890: 1279 (‘âmmme (pl. a’vâmm): 1. Common, universal. 2. The commonalty; the vulgar masses, the public. 3. The whole body of a class. 4. The lay members of a people’).

123 Ibid.: 869 (‘havâss: 1. That are special, peculiar, or particular. 2. People of distinction; notables; men of learning, men of piety. 3. Intimate friends; confidential attendants. 4. Special qualities, properties, essences. 5. Private domains of the sovereign. 6. Places assigned to the jurisdiction of a particular government. 7. Rare or precious articles’).

124 Ibid.: 869 (‘hâsssa ve avâmm: The specialty and the commonalty of mankind’), as well as 1279 (‘1. State servants and the public. 2. Professional men and the lay community’). Beg (1978) provides insights into this dichotomy’s antecedents in Arabic. On the Ottoman Turkish side see Strauss 1996: 232. Also Levend 1973: 31 (‘havas denilince okumuşların seçkini, avam denilince de, [...] anadan doğma bilgisisiz, anlayışsız, kaba kişiler anlamlı, hatta avam, ayaktakılar olarak bile kullanılmıştır’). And Makdisi 2000: 47 (‘The chronicles, which were expressions of the social order, consistently used the terms umum, amma, a’wan (Ott. sâhiblieri) to distinguish the ‘commoner’ ahali from the notable avjuh and a’yan (Ott. söz sahibleri)’; p. 77: ‘secular division between the sâhibleri and the ahali.’).


126 Strauss 1996: 232. One may also quote Mardin 2002:120 (‘It is reported that when the historian Ibn Kemal [...] began writing the history of the Ottoman dynasty (Tevârih-i âl-i Osman), the ruling Sultan, Bayazid II (1481-1512) entreated him to write in a way comprehensible to higher and lower classes (havas ve avam), asking him to be clear (vazih) and ‘without caring for the affectations of rhetoricians’. After Alessio Bombaci, ‘The Turkish Literature’, in Pertev Naili Boratav (ed.), Philologiae Turcica Fundamenta vol II, Wiesbaden, Franz Steiner, 1965, p. 67-68). Kemal Silay’s study (1994) adds further layers to these complex language matters.

[100] Is this what may be called diglossia? The question has been debated, and still remains undecided. Drawing on what precedes, though, one may hold one conclusion sure: if diglossia there is, it manifests itself not only in a strictly linguistic field, but also on the margins of it, where language abilities merge with questions of authority and legitimacy. One last document helps perceive this coalescence. It is a report sent to Istanbul by the governor-general of the Mediterranean islands in May 1868, regarding his visit to Cyprus and the matter of locusts:

[101] Since for twenty-two years this question has made great demands in goods and pains from the inhabitants, and none of this care and dedication have fully yielded fruit, the idea that there is no way to get rid of it has pervaded the opinion of commoners [efkâr-i âmme], and the people [âhâd-i nâs] are dispirited; moreover, because some notables [mütehayyizân] of this country have ended up considering the annual salary that they receive for being in charge of the locusts as their livelihood, they must not work at destroying them if they want not to be deprived of this sum.

les lettrés. Car les spécialistes de la langue, les lettrés, font passer la langue par un tamis subtil et recherchent et choisissent de tels mots. Ils évitent l’emploi de mots lourds à la langue et qui déplaisent à l’oreille, et qui demandent de recourir à un dictionnaire et de se fatiguer la pensée et l’esprit pour en comprendre le sens. On dit que le meilleur discours est celui dont le peuple (avanm) comprend le sens, et dont les gens instruits (havass) apprécient aussi les talents et les avantages.

See Pellat 1986: 609 ('“fautes de langage commises par le commun’, [c’]est une expression qui caractérise une branche de la lexicographie destinée à corriger les déviations par rapport à la norme linguistique que des puristes constatent chez leurs contemporains’).

Strauss’s cautious answer to this question is affirmative (1996: 233). Mardin (2002: 116) argues for the reverse, with a slightly paradoxical line: ‘despite the imputed use of two antithetical languages in the Ottoman empire – one ‘polite’, cosmopolitan, and made up of Turkic, Arabic and Persian roots, the other folkic vernacular – a common substratum of ‘Turkishness’ was maintained across the varieties of linguistic code. This was achieved through the hegemonic position of the cosmopolitan hybrid language of state, which remained ‘Turkish’ by affirming its difference from the other languages spoken in the empire’.

Indeed the notion of ‘diglossia’ calls first and foremost for a ‘sociolinguistical’ definition. See Strauss 1996: 230 (after Charles Ferguson, ‘Diglossia’, Word n° 15/2, 1959, p. 325-340): ‘il s’agit d’une situation linguistique qui réunit deux variétés d’une seule et même langue, où, outre la ou les variétés acquises en premier lieu — variétés qui peuvent compter un standard ou des standards régionaux (‘dialectes’) — on trouve aussi une variété superposée, qui se caractérise par les traits suivants: a) elle est très divergente et hautement codifiée, souvent plus complexe au niveau grammatical que les variétés acquises en premier lieu; b) elle est le support d’une vaste et prestigieuse littérature écrite; c) elle est utilisée à l’écrit ou dans les situations formelles du discours; d) elle n’est pas utilisée dans la conversation courante.’

See BOA, I.ŞD 301, report by the governor-general (vâli) of the White Sea Islands Es-seyyid Ahmed Paşa (16 Muharrem 1285 [9 May 1868]): ‘şimdide kadar yiğirmi iki sene den-berü bu işe ahaliinin mâlen ve bedenen it-dikleri i‘âne ve hidmet semere-i kâmileyi müntic olmadiğindan bunuñ husüli-i indifâ‘i mümkün olamayacağî efkâr-i ‘âmmyeye birleşmiş oldiğindan nâsi âhâd-i nâs meftûr ve ba‘zi mütehayyizân-i memleket dahî beher
[102] Again, the argument here breaks down into two separate categories: ‘commoners’ (or ‘the people’ $^{132}$) and ‘notables’ $^{133}$. The matter in hand has nothing to do with language; still the administrator’s framing presupposes an all-pervading sociolinguistic divide.

* * *

[103] ‘Every place in this island is fertile and fruitful, to the extent that it is impossible to describe it with a pen’ $^{134}$. However paper-producing and paper-pushing the bureaucratic world of Ottoman officials was, there always came a moment when their pen was brought to a standstill. Then they realized or remembered that their writing could not by itself sustain any stable and ever-readable meaning. Riddled with innumerable blanks, distorted by incoercible bulges, their letters remained versatile and fragile. Most of what their literacy meant, in short, rested somewhere else than in the realm of the written word, in the twilight zone where letters melted away into provincial ill-literacy.

[104] What bearing does such a conclusion have on today’s scholarly treatment of these documents-turned-archives – that is, on the historians’ own reading (hence writing) abilities $^{135}$? Inevitably, one ends up wondering: if these archives are to be considered oral, how to ascertain that the

---

$sene$ me’kel hükmüne girmiş olan çekirge me’müriyeti ücretinden mahrûm olmak üzere bunuñ kâmilien itlâfi emrinde bi-hakkın çalışmamağa mecbûr.’

$^{132}$ Redhouse 1890: 2062 (‘nâs: 1. Men, mankind. 2. The common people, the mob, the public’; and p. 34: ‘âhâd-n nâs: Individual people, individuals, the commonalty of mankind’). The word also releases linguistic connotations (ibid.: ‘lisânû-n-nâs: 1. The evil-speaking practiced by men. 2. The vulgar tongue’).

$^{133}$ Ibid.: 1689 (‘mütehayyiz: 1. Existent, occupying a place. 2. Included in a class. 3. Distinguished, who occupies attention’). This word, as much as ‘hâtrîlû’ and ‘havâss’, can be considered a close Ottoman Turkish equivalent to the title of ‘notable.’

$^{134}$ BOA, I.ŞD 301, report from the governor-general of the White Sea Islands Es-seyyid Ahmed Paşa (16 Muharrem 1285 [9 May 1868]): ‘bu atanın ise her tarafi kalem ile tavsîfi mümkün olmayacak sûretde münbit ve mahoâdûr oldû’.

$^{135}$ Concerning the crucial distinction between $documents$ and $archives$, see Anheim, Poncet 2004: 3 (‘Les sources archivées dont dispose l'historien ont été fabriquées en deux temps: une première fois en tant que documents, une seconde en tant qu’archives, c'est-à-dire des documents conservés, classés et inventoriés.’); and Dardy 2001: 89. Along this line, one may also stress the ‘institutive’ character of ‘the archive’ (Derrida 1995; Vizenor 1998). All in all, one can but conclude that much remains to be researched concerning the twists and turns of the archivation process that took place in the Ottoman Empire during the 19th and early 20th centuries.
voice-over which secured their plain authority can be retrieved? If, on balance, what weighed most was the looming vertigo of unpenned overtones and rumours, could it be that the innumerable documents kept in the Ottoman archives to date reveal but mute or garbled writings?

[105] In an attempt to overcome this apparent dilemma, one should revise and amend the conclusion provided above, whose formulation remains flawed. For, as already made clear earlier in the present issue (see its introduction), ill-literacy is not simply a matter of oral utterances versus written words: it also points to a tangle of heterogeneous, mutually contaminating graphic norms, which the ‘literate’ strive to unravel according to their own sense of authority. Rogue voices, in other terms, did make inroads into the correspondence of administrators. However forceful the latter’s attempts to silence them, and to reduce them to a policed taxonomy, they have left their imprint on the archives we read today (or else, how could we read them?). Luckily enough, while imperilling the period administrators’ routines, this ill-literacy is also poised to flabbergast the historian’s temperate readings.
Abbreviations

- **BOA**: Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivi, Istanbul
  - A.DVN: Bâb-ı Âli belgeleri – Sadâret Dîvân Kâlemi belgeleri
  - A.DVNS.MHM.d: Divân-ı Hürmâyûn ve Bâb-ı Âsafî defterleri – Mühimme defterleri
  - A.MKT: Bâb-ı Âli belgeleri – Mektûbî Kâlemi
  - I.DH: Irâde – Dâhîliye
  - I.HR: Irâde – Hârîciye
  - I.MVL: Irâde – Meclis-i Vâlâ
  - I.ŞD: Irâde – Şûrâ-yi Devlet

- **MAE**: Archives du ministère des Affaires étrangères, Paris
  - CCC: Correspondance consulaire et commerciale
  - CPC: Correspondance politique des consuls

- **PRO**: Public Record Office [National Archives of the United Kingdom], Kew
  - FO: Foreign Office

- **EI²**: Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed. (page numbers refer to the French edition)
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